DocuNotes: Clinical Pocket Guide To Effective Charting

Includes...

- Documentation forms for SOAP, DART, and more
- Terminology to use for written communications
- Commonly used abbreviations
- Templates for electronic charting
- Legal and ethic documentation considerations
- Documentation procedures
- Documentation for meds, specialty fields, assessments, and history

DOWNLOAD EBOOK
A DAVIS™S NOTES BOOK! The perfect pocket guide to charting! The popular Davis™s Notes format makes sure that you always have the information you need close at hand to ensure your documentation is not only complete and thorough, but also meets the highest ethical and legal standards. You™ll even find coverage of the nuances that are relevant to various specialties, including pediatric, OB/GYN, psychiatric, and outpatient nursing. And, the very first Tab reviews the terminology essential to communicate effectively in writing with doctors, other health care professionals, and staff. It also delivers all of the features that Davis™s Notes users rely on... concise, well-organized, easy-to-reference content in an easy-to-use spiral binding with waterproof, reusable pages. What students are saying: This is really a great resource. Has lots of information in a condensed form and breaks out what is important. Must have for all nursing students. Sabrina Johnson, .com Could not have gotten through class without it. Amanda Leitch, .com This series is awesome to use during your clinical experience. The DocuNotes is very helpful in assisting you with becoming familiar with documenting and charting progress notes, DAR style notes and so on. Highly Recommend for anyone entering an RN program. Danielle DeNisco
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**Customer Reviews**

This book is excellent! It has fill in the blank documentation examples which is great for a nursing student that is just learning about documentation. If I can't find the topic in here, I move on to my Chart Smart book or my Charting made incredibly easy book. I always start with this book first. Even
I really like this book. I change from a hospital setting to long term care and this little book really help with the different type of charting.

This was recommended by my clinical instructor and I couldn't be happier that I purchased it. One of the most difficult thing I have found as a nursing student is documentation...as evidenced by...blah blah blah. This handy little flip book saved me on writing nursing notes, care plans, clinical prep sheets...the list goes on. I am certain this little book will be following me out of nursing school and into the hospital!

Recommend for nursing students. I needed better guidance for effective charting.I am looking forward to using this more and more!... until I establish a solid routine.

This tells you all the information that your nursing profs probably should have made you aware of while in class. Could not have gotten through class without it.

This series is awesome to use during your clinical experience. The DocuNotes is very helpful in assisting you with becoming familiar with documenting and charting progress notes, DAR style notes and so on. Highly Recommend for anyone entering an RN program.

It's a good resource for making care plans.

Great little book to start learning about documenting nursing information
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